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Sustainable DSPLY
Longer life, lower cost, smaller CO2 footprint

Optimal presentation 
 Fantastic appearance with multiple branding possibilities: 

- Show all your product by leaving sides open
- Reach the product from all sides

 Stability of display means no sagging or tearing and less product damage 
 Individual empty shelves can be replaced or removed on the shop floor 

Every year, thousands of cardboard displays are placed at to 
retailers. After a couple of months, they become waste that needs 
to be recycled. But they can only be recycled a few times. About 
6 to 7. Which is why we say: recycling is good, reuse is best!

The HB Retail POS displays are made of sturdy plastic that will 
last for years and years and which can be branded in multiple 
ways. Each shelf of the display can be folded for an efficient return 
flow. And at the end of its life, the display can be recycled to make 
something else useful. HB Reusable Transport Solutions thinks 
ahead. Will you join our journey to a sustainable future?

Sustainable 
 A display that uses minimal cardboard = less waste and a lower CO2 footprint: 

 - Any cardboard needed can be thinner as the plastic provides the 
    necessary strength 
 - Sides can be left open

 Enables circular use in a pooling system instead of one-time use 
 Materials can be recycled at the end of their long life
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ONE-TOUCH HANDLIN
G

Easy pooling, easy handling 
 Easy to put together and easy to handle means time saved assembling the display
 Compatible with all standardised types of reusable dollies and quarter pallets  
 Standardised format for higher efficiency in the logistical flow
 Easy shelf-folding and stacking for compact return and storage
 The Reusables manages the pool, taking care of administration, cleaning and repair

Sustainable DSPLY
Interested? Contact us!
HB Reusable Transport Solutions
www.hb-rts.com


